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Deck your cats out in hats that suit their many personalities! With The Punk Mohawk for edgier cats,

The Unicorn for cats who are having identity issues, and The Cat in the Hat for any cat that loves

great literature, there is a pattern in this book for every feline friend in your home. Complete with a

breakdown of skill level and method of working (knit or crochet), suggestions for yarns, and written

patterns and charts where necessary, youâ€™ll be able to whip up amazing headwear, whatever

your catâ€™s character. With the adorable color photos and helpful illustrations throughout, these

hat patterns will be both exciting and easy to create. Itâ€™s fun, itâ€™s addictive, and itâ€™s

deliciously purr-fect from start to finish!
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Good book for beginners or casual crafters.help your cats have a happy-ever-after.made these for a

family holiday photo shoot,most of my friends thought these hats were a hoot.you can use the base

design to make your own,your cat friends will be asking for these to loan.

I've already knit several of the patterns in this book. They are super quick knits and the finished

products provide hours of entertainment via pointing and laughing at your ticked-off cat who you can

just TELL is plotting your demise for doing this to him. (Sorry, Castiel...*snicker*)

Even if you didn't knit or crochet this book would make you laugh but if you do I bet you will be



making these projects for all the little kitties you know. Is there really anything funnier than a cat

wearing a hat? The directions are extensive but tiny so if you like making little detailed projects

these are perfect.

This was a late night, too much vodka purchase. The premise is good but the hats are basically the

same pattern and the sizing is way off when using the given needles and yarn weight. The book is a

funny conversation piece, though.

I bought this book as a gift for a crafty friend (she crochets, I knit, and we re both cat ladies), but

really don't think either of us will actually make any of the hats. The great thing about this book is

the hilarious photos of the cats modeling the hats. The photographer is brilliant - managing to

capture the cats' looks of "get me out of here!," yet also showing the hats very clearly. The hats

themselves are very witty, and if I thought any of my three cats would tolerate wearing one for more

than thirty seconds, I would probably make several, as they are quick projects using yarn from one's

stash, and the patterns appear to be well written.But really, buy it for the pictures.

I have made only one hat thus far, because I'm in the middle of another project. I am eager to make

more hats soon, but if I never made another one, I would love the book and those wonderful cats in

the photos. It is a great book!

OMG - this has some of the cutest, easiest and best fitting cat hats I've ever come across. As the

hooman who is currently "owned" by 5 cats, I can tell you this book will keep me busy for quite

awhile.However, I'm not so sure the cats have the same point of view. They are not always thrilled

to be sporting the latest in kitty millinery!

Just what I wanted as it has great ideas for cat hats and small dogs. It allows the reader to judge

how difficult the project may be according to skill level and how much of a skein needed and extra

tools before starting out.
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